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WHAT IS PSYCHOTRONICS? 
Beverly Rubik, Ph.D. 

President, USPA 
 

Psychotronics originally referred to the mind (psycho) operating devices (tron) 
with thought.  This term came out of parapsychology in the 1960s in Czechoslovakia.  
The early psychotronics researchers conceived of and built psychotronic generators—
sacred geometrical forms composed of pyramids and cones along with crystals, copper 
coils, and other materials.  Unlike most machines, these devices were “operator 
dependent”--having various effects depending upon the operator and the directed 
intention--and demonstrated positive effects on people, animals, plants, and processes.   

Today our interests are more broadly based.  The US Psychotronics Association 
(USPA) investigates and applies science and technology to interactions of mind, matter, 
spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature.   Psychotronics 
challenges the dominant scientific worldview because it deals with the power of 
consciousness to interact directly with the physical world, which is not considered in 
mainstream science.  However, numerous lines of scientific and other evidence point to 
severe limitations of the dominant paradigm, which holds that consciousness is only a 
passive observer.  We are among those mavericks shaping the new worldview in which 
consciousness plays an active role in generating physical reality.   

Our membership is quite diverse and fascinating.  Some USPA members are 
frontier scientists conducting research on the effects of intention and subtle energy 
healing on systems such as structured water and its memory, plant growth, and the 
integrity of DNA.  We are also concerned about the impact of electromagnetic pollution 
from the proliferation of wireless devices in our environment and how to protect 
ourselves.  Other members are practitioners and teachers of radionics, using directed 
intention to assess and improve the well-being of living systems through the use of 
radionics devices, pendulums, and dowsing rods.  Still others practice energy therapies 
ranging from hands-on healing to use of sound and light therapies, homeopathy, 
Oriental medicine, and other complementary modalities.  Some members are skilled 
intuitives who can assess the biofield and subtle energy directly, without any tools.  Still 
others are exploring psychotronics for personal growth and evolution.  Despite our 
differences, we have much in common as we are all open-minded persons focused on 
expanding our understanding of nature, consciousness, and the full human potential.  
We enjoy camaraderie and sharing our new learning with one another.     

One main focus of the USPA is the existence of a cosmic energy or bioenergy, 
also called qi in Oriental medicine and prana in Ayurveda—associated with the biofield 
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or life force.   Energy may be mobilized with directed intention, which corresponds to the 
principle of ancient Eastern philosophy—“where mind goes, the qi flows.”   
Psychotronics devices may serve as resonators or conduits of a cosmic energy 
affecting living systems at a physical level.  The biofield, the energy field of each 
organism, is also fundamental.   

Is this cosmic energy an aspect of science that has somehow been overlooked, 
or a new form of energy?  We are taking a deeper look at the science of Nikola Tesla, 
among other pioneering scientists, who have been largely ignored.  We are also 
revisiting the “aether” in physics that was displaced by a materialistic worldview, but 
may actually be the quintessence underlying physical reality, and the etheric body in 
radionics, to expand the scientific perspective.   

 (For a more in-depth discussion of psychotronics with Dr. Rubik and Dr. 
Mishlove, click here for a 32 minute YouTube video.) 

Beverly Rubik earned her doctorate in biophysics at the University of California at 
Berkeley.  She is renowned for her research on the biofield, structured water, and 
energy healing.   She is president/founder of Institute for Frontier Science in Oakland, 
California; professor at Energy Medicine University; author of over 90 papers and 2 
books; and president of the US Psychotronics Association.   www.psychotronics.org      
www.brubik.com      www.frontiersciences.org    
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2019 Annual USPA Conference Update  
July 26-28, 2019, with On-line Registration 

 
The 2019 United States 
Psychotronics Association 
(USPA) conference will be 
held July 26-28, 2019, at 
the beautiful Doubletree 
Hilton Hotel in Skokie, 
Illinois, a suburb of 
Chicago. (pictured at left). 
Please note this date on 
your calendar.  

You can now register online for the conference by clicking here and 
selecting the ticket type(s) you want.  

The title of the 2019 USPA conference is: “The Art, Science, 
and Technology of Healing Energies.” 

Again this year, we have an amazing group of distinguished speakers, 
which includes the following people, along with the titles of their 
presentations:      (in alphabetical order by last name) 

Shabari Bird: “Chris Bird and Beyond:  Secrets of the Soil and Nature Spirits” 

Dr. Gaetan Chevalier: “Earthing:  Health Benefits and Research” 

Al Kacperski and Jim Edmonds: “The Design, Construction and Testing of the 
Table Top Version of the Joseph W. Newman Over Unity Motor” 

Dr. Ellen Kamhi: “Hildegard of Bingen:  Mystic, Psychic, Visionary, Herbalist--
Weaving the Tapestry of Healing from the Cosmic Elements” 

Ed Kelly: “Energy + Resonance = Healing:  Understanding the Radionics 
Equation” 

Dr. Jon Klimo: “The Emerging Spiritualization of Science” 
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Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt: “Applied Biophoton Physics for Healing:  Unique Light-
Based Tools to Diagnose and Treat Illness” 

George Kuepper: “An Interactive Session with Radionics Practitioners 
(coordinated & moderated by George, with others)” 

Dr. Linda Lancaster: “Harmonic Healing” 

Lutie Larsen: “Using Radionics Every Day:  Practical Applications for the Home, 
Health, and Garden” 

Hugh Lovel: “Flowing with Milk and Honey--A Radionic Approach to Fine 
Agriculture”  

Marty Lucas: “Using Love as a Radionics Reagent” 

Don Paris: “Quantum Entanglement and Radionics - What is Action at a 
Distance?” 

Eric Pearl: “Reconnective ling:  The Effect of Energy, Light, anf Information on 
Matter, Consciousness, and Awareness”  

Dale Pond: “Radionics and Keely's Law of Sympathetic Oscillation”  

Suzanne Price: “Elements of an Emerging Scientific Paradigm Shift” 

Dr. Glen Rein: “Self-Healing Mechanisms in Biology:  Insights from Molecular 
Biology and Informational Pharmacology”  

Dr. Beverly Rubik and Harry Jabs: “Wireless Radiation, 5G, and Our Health”  

Daniel Taylor: “A Radionic Approach to the “Gene Keys” ( 
https://teachings.genekeys.com/ )  

Jeffrey Thompson: “Changing States of Consciousness with the Scientific 
Application of Sound” 

 

Pre- and Post Conference Workshops 
In addition to the regular conference, we are again holding Pre-Conference and 
Post-Conference Workshops. The USPA’s Radionics 101 Pre-conference Workshop 
will start on Thursday, July 25 and end at noon on Friday, July 26, before the 
conference begins.  Write to uspsychotronics@yahoo.com to sign up for this 
enlightening workshop. 

 
 

Call for Vendors/Exhibitors 
The USPA welcomes vendors and exhibitors representing groups, firms, and 
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organizations focused on the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.  Write 
to uspsychotronics@yahoo.com  for fees, space needed, and other information 
you need to exhibit and sell your products and services. 
 

 
Become a USPA member for only $35 

Support our All Volunteer - Non-Profit educational organization 
A 501c3, founded in 1975 as the US Radionics Congress 

 
We have over 1200 talks recorded since 1978 available 

on audio mp3, MP4 format and DVD’s.  See the newsletters for recent 
talks. 

 
Speaker Information, membership, registration at 

www.psychotronics.org 
 

Like us on Facebook at U.S. Psychotronics Association 
 

Email inquires to conferences@psychotronics.org 
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KRT Radionics Workshops: Chicago, Illinois 
 
Kelly Research Technologies is very proud to support the U.S. Psychotronics Association’s 41st 

Annual Conference, to be held in Chicago on July 26-28, 2019.  The USPA is a non-commercial, 
not-for-profit organization that supports research in “psychotronics” - the science of mind-body-

environment relationships, and interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. Because the USPA 

is dedicated not just to radionics, but also the broader spectrum of esoteric phenomena, this meeting 
will present research and information from a variety of disciplines. The focus of this year’s programs 

will be The Art & Science of Energy Healing.   
 

KRT founder Peter J. Kelly was a founding member of the USPA in 1975, and KRT’s Ed Kelly has been 
a member of the USPA Board of Directors since 2011. At the 2019 conference, Ed will present Energy 

+ Resonance = Healing: Understanding the Radionics Equation to the membership, participate 
in panel discussions, and showcase KRT’s newest tools and toys in the exhibitor area.   

 

For more information about the USPA and the 2019 conference please visit: www.psychotronics.org.  
 

Immediately following the USPA conference, on July 29 and 30, Ed Kelly will put the FUN in 
"fundamentals" with the Fundamentals of Radionics, a two-day course designed to introduce the 

core functions of practical radionics: analyzing, balancing, and potentizing, using two-dial 
Hieronymus-type radionic instruments. This hands-on workshop will equip participants with the tools 

needed to immediately apply radionics at their home or farm.  Space is limited, so register today! 
 

 
 

KRT FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIONICS:  July 29-30, 2019 Chicago, Illinois 

Learn how to analyze, balance, and potentize in this hands-on radionics workshop.  We will practice 
using and testing radionic rates, reagents, and other octaves of information, using the samples you 

bring to the workshop.  Specific topics will include:  
 

• Basic analyzing and balancing 

• Potentizing: making your own remedies 

• Crystallizing focused intent  

• Cold-scanning primary & supporting rates 

• Selecting/testing for reagents and tones 

• Multi-bank testing and balancing 
 

Each individual and family/friend enrollee will be provided with following materials and information: 

• Radionics - Book 2: Applied Radionics 
• Set of 10 KRT radionic worksheets  

• One 300 ml Griffin beaker 
• Subscription: Kelly Research Report 

 

Individual Enrollment $400.00 
Retake or with Purchase of a New Instrument $200.00 

Instrument Rental (Supplies are limited!) $50.00 

 
SPECIAL OFFER!   Save $50.00 on your enrollment with each new student you bring to the 

workshop.  The more folks you bring, the more you save!   
 

 

Enroll today! 
 

Call: 706-782-2524 or email: cathie@kellyresearchtech.com 
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NOTE: The universal radionic concepts covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in any area of interest.  However, 
human health issues cannot be covered at any time.  Regrettably, any questions concerning human health will have to be declined. 

 

Who: Courses taught by Ed Kelly, President of KRT.  Ed is a uniquely qualified instructor with 

a lifetime building radionic devices and writing about this amazing art. 
 

When: Classes will run from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm on July 29 and 30, with breaks. 
 

Bring:           Any Hieronymus-type two-dial radionic instrument, plus samples of water, soil, plants, 

and/or animals from home. Please order as soon as possible if a new instrument is 
required from KRT.  A limited number of instruments will be available for rent.  

 
Where:   This workshop will take place at the DoubleTree by Hilton Chicago North Shore located 

at 9599 Skokie Blvd, Skokie, IL 60077. Special room rates of $119.00 have been 
secured for USPA and KRT workshop program participants and includes two breakfast 

vouchers per night booked. Register online at the DoubleTree web page at: 
https://tinyurl.com/y4umsm6y, or call for reservations at (847) 679-7000 and ask for 

“US Psychotronics Association”.  
 

Food: Participants will be responsible for their own meals.   
 

Enroll: All prices are in US dollars. All registration must be paid by credit card or PayPal. Call to 

enroll via credit card at (706) 782-2524, or complete and fax the following enrollment 
form to (706) 782-1047.  PayPal payments should be directed to: 

sales@kellyresearchtech.com. Send other correspondence to KRT, Inc., PO Box 128, 
Lakemont, GA, 30552, USA. Enrollment will be refunded upon request in the event a 

participant cannot attend, less a non-refundable fee of $75 each. New student 
registration offer can reduce class enrollment fee(s) to zero, then accrues as credit for 

purchases from the KRT catalog.   
 

 

Contact Information:    
 

Participant Name:  
 

   
 

Street /Box: 
 

   

City: 
 

 State: Zip: 

Country: 
 

 Telephone: E-Mail: 

 
Credit Card Payment Information:    
 

Credit Card Type:  Card Number:  

CC Billing Address:   

Expiration Date:  3 or 4 Digit Security Code:                           Signature of Authorization: 

 
Enroll today! 

 

Call: 706-782-2524 or email: cathie@kellyresearchtech.com  
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Don Paris to Present Workshop on “Global Radionic 
Access”, Monday, July 29, Just after USPA Conference 

 

Don describes what his workshop will cover, 
as follows: 

Radionics from your smart phone? When we first 
heard of a phone that you could use virtually 
anywhere and would fit in your pocket, we thought 
it was a pipe dream.  

I still remember the AT&T television advertisement 
that announced the coming of cellar technology. 
We all thought it was an April fools joke at first. 

Within a few short years after the release of that 
small flip phone, 80% of the people on planet 

earth have a smart phone that gives live video as you talk on the phone! What if there 
was a way to access a Radionic network from you smart phone? Pipe dreams? In the 
Monday, July 29, workshop we will show you exactly how to do just that.... 

How to Clear Toxins that are Blocking the Mitochondria Signalling to the Cells. 

We will explore how most disease comes from a single source, signal interruption of the 
Mitochondria. How to get the help you need to overcome disease. 

Converting Physical Substances into Radionic Tunings  

Step by step, the basics of how to take any substance and get a digital, Radionic 
snapshot of it and store it in a computer. How to reverse the process and convert the 
digital information back into another medium to use as an informational therapy. 

5G, Advanced Communications Technology or Directed Energy Weapon? 

The ins and outs of what 5G is and what it is not. Is it dangerous or just another scare 
mongering? We will explore what you can do to minimize your exposure to EMF and 
keep balanced in situations where you cannot escape microwave radiation. 

To participate in this workshop, contact Don at: donparis@se-5.com 
Biography: 

Don Paris, Ph.D. (h.c.) is a published author, speaker, video producer, and musician. 
His book, Regaining Wholeness Through the Subtle Dimensions has been published 
internationally in German, Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese, and English. He is known as 
the guru of the SE-5, the world’s most respected subtle energy, scalar instrument. 

He is well loved for his style of bringing challenging concepts into an easy to understand 
language and has been a popular speaker at the Global Sciences Congress, Congress 
of Spiritual Scientists, Quantum Energy Medicine Conference and the United States 
Psychotronics Association. 

He has created the most detailed explanation of the principles of Radionics and the 
most advanced training courses in the entire field of Radionics and Scalar technology. 8



He began exploring the subtle dimensions in the early seventies, and has now trained 
people in over 30 countries around the world in the workings of Radionics and the 
subtle dimensional realities. 

Don was awarded an honorary doctorate degree in Human Sciences from the 
International University of Vitalogical Sciences in Stockholm Sweden in 2000 for his 
work with the SE-5 and scalar energies.  

He and his wife, Ilona Selke, who work as a team, have contributed to radio and TV 
shows, and have been quoted in numerous publications around the world. They teach 
seminars in Quantum Psychology in the US, Europe and Asia. 

When not traveling to teach, they divide their time between their homes in the Pacific 
Northwest and Bali. 

In his work he had dedicated himself to bridging the barrier of the physical boundaries to 
the subtle dimensional realities. 

 

1977-79: Taught music at Mount Palomar Community College, California 

1980-82:  Studied music and modern dance Baltimore Maryland. 

1983-88: Music production and recording engineer 

1987- present: Radionics and Bioenergy Medicine and Quantum psychology 

2005 - present: Owner of Shambala Oceanside Retreat and Spa 

  

Don studied privately with many teachers including: 
Dr. Vern Wolf (Quantum Psychology) 

Dr. Robert Beck (Electo Medicine) 

Dr. Rod Newton ( Sutble Energy Manifestation) 

Dr. Robert Shane (Bio-Energetic Medicine) 

Dr. Willard Frank (Inventor of the SE-5) 

Dr. Fred Allen Wolf (Quantum Reality) 

Dr. Tad James (Timeline Hypnotherapy) 

Dr. Greg Morgan (Bio-Energetic Medicine) 

Lutie Larsen (Little Farm Research)  
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Eric Pear l and Jillian Fleer Workshop: Reconnective Healing 
– The Effect of Energy, Light, & Information on Matter, 

Consciousness & Awareness 
 

Eric Pearl 
Founder & CEO – The Reconnection 

 
Jillian Fleer 

Executive Director & Head of Insight and Development 
 
(To sign up for this workshop, email Eric Pearl at: Eric@TheReconnection.com) 
 
We are Receivers Connected to the Universe – Now What?  
 
 
Become a catalyst for the evolution of humanity and human consciousness as you are 
introduced to a transparent source of Intelligence that will connect you to inexplicable 
life-lasting healing, deep inner peace and an expanded bio-photonic essence!  A 4-hour 
workshop to start learning this simple and powerful approach to Reconnective 
Healing® and establish the beginning of your life-changing new vibrational 
reality. 
 
Experience the highly tangible RH intelligence, its non-verbal language of energy, light 
& information restructuring our DNA, a portal to a reciprocal universe of immediate 
lifelong healing and transformation. 
 
Reconnective Healing (RH) allows us to connect with an expanded and fully 
comprehensive spectrum of energy, light and information through which we experience 
a highly tangible Intelligence likely presenting itself on Earth for the very first time. The 
language of this Intelligence is experienced through this inclusive and limitless 
bandwidth of frequencies that first became accessible and known to the scientific 
community after they were introduced through Dr. Eric Pearl in 1993.  
 
Eric then discovered a way to teach others how to access and interact with this 
Intelligence. Learning Reconnective Healing provides you with the process and point of 
engagement with these frequencies that enable a portal to open, tangibly connecting us 
to a reciprocal, higher-dimensional universe. Deep and profound transformation, 
expansion and evolution is instantly received physically, mentally, emotionally, 
spiritually… and more. This energy interaction has created the new terra firma for the 
healing of humanity as well as the healing of our planet. This presentation will include 
case histories and interactive demonstrations of RH with selected audience participants. 
Numerous scientific studies have been conducted on Reconnective Healing by key 
Energy Medicine researchers including Drs. Glen Rein, Bill Tiller, Konstantin Korotkov, 
Gary Schwartz, Ann Baldwin, Melinda Connor and Richard Hanbury. 
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Bios of Eric Pearl and Jillian Fleer: 
 
Dr. Eric Pearl ran a highly successful chiropractic practice in Los Angeles for 12 years 
when one day his patients began reporting healings as Eric simply held his hands near 
them. The healings came in many forms and in unexpected ways. These profound 
experiences began an amazing exploration of what is known today as Reconnective 
Healing. Eric Pearl founded The Reconnection in order to share the gifts and the 
language this Intelligence and to train others to share what science today calls the 
Reconnective Healing frequencies of Energy, Light &Information. 
Easily learnable and practiced without technique or ritual, today Reconnective Healing 
is recognized and supported by science for facilitating healings that are often 
instantaneous and lifelong. 
 
In 2012 Eric began practicing with his life partner, Jillian Fleer. Together they manage 
and have continued to expand Reconnective Healing into an international program with 
live events, classes and training program in multiple languages.   
 
Jillian is the Director of Insight & Development and Co-Instructor for the Online and 
Worldwide Live Programs and, together with Eric, travels the globe teaching and 
spreading awareness of Reconnective Healing. Their work has taken them to over 100 
countries and has been carried into many different cultures, affecting the lives of 
millions. Their hope is that one day everyone will learn to access this comprehensive 
natural approach and ability to heal themselves and others. Every day Eric, Jillian and 
the practitioners of Reconnective Healing live their lives in the RH frequencies.   
  
Eric has appeared on The Dr. Oz Show, CNN and in The New York Times, he’s also 
presented at the United Nations and Madison Square Garden. His internationally 
bestselling book, The Reconnection: Heal Others, Heal Yourself, is now in 40 
languages. Eric and Jillian are currently completing their new book, anticipated to be 
released in early 2020. 
 
Website: www.TheReconnection.com 
 
(To sign up for this workshop, email Eric Pearl at: Eric@TheReconnection.com) 
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Daniel Taylor to Present “A Radionic Approach to the 
“Gene Keys” at USPA Conference 

At the upcoming 2019 USPA Conference, Daniel Taylor will present an overview of 
Richard Rudd’s work with the Gene Keys ( https://teachings.genekeys.com/ ). And 
more importantly, he will describe how this system can be used radionically, to even 
greater avail.   

The Gene Keys - “The 64 Gene Keys herald a new approach to truth, since they 
are the core archetypes found in every conceivable aspect of the universe.  The 64-bit 
matrix is integral to physics, biology, music, geometry, architecture, computer 
programming and most fields of human research and endeavor.  It is therefore no 
wonder that they continue to be discovered at the core of all natural systems.  They 
form the foundational tetrahedral structure underlying spacetime itself.  As we shall see, 
our very DNA is based on this same 64-fold geometry, making us a holographic 
microcosm of the entire cosmos.  Many of the great ancient civilizations and wisdom 
traditions, including the Vedic, Egyptian, Mayan, and Chinese, encoded this 
mathematical structure into their art, cosmology, and science.  Wherever we look, from 
the structure of our cells to the rhythm and movement of the celestial bodies, we see the 
same fractal patterns, endlessly repeating themselves in ever more unique shapes and 
forms…  This precise mathematical correlation between the I Ching and the genetic 
code allows us to create a new holistic language that resonates within the living cells of 
your body.  In effect, the 64 Gene Keys are a Gene I Ching – a book that talks directly 
to your DNA.”  -- Gene Keys, pages xxi-xxii, Richard Rudd, 2013.   

Daniel Taylor will present an overview of Richard Rudd’s work with the Gene 
Keys, and more importantly, describe how this system can be used radionically, to even 
greater avail.  This will be an advanced radionics session.  Due to time constraints, 
participants will be expected to have viewed the free twenty-four-minute Introduction to 
the Gene Keys Golden Path Video PRIOR to attending the presentation: 

https://teachings.genekeys.com/activation/01-introduction/ 

or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jTQDn_cZD5E 

To utilize the radionic concepts, participants are also encouraged to have a copy 
of Gene Keys, by Richard Rudd, from which to work:    
https://teachings.genekeys.com/book/  
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Learning Objectives: 

1) Introduction to DNA, the I Ching, and the Gene Keys – Overview of the 
system and the standard contemplative approach. 
 

2) A “Basic” Radionics approach to the Gene Keys will be introduced and 
demonstrated. 
 

3) A more “Advanced” Radionics approach to the Gene Keys will be introduced 
and demonstrated.   

Daniel Taylor Bio: 

 Daniel Taylor was elected to the USPA Board in 2015. He double‐majored in 
Chemistry and Biology, and double minored in Physics and Mathematics, to prepare for 
PhD level research in Biophysics. His undergraduate research involved single molecule 
tethering, magnetic tweezer manipulation, and Fluorescence Resonance Energy 
Transfer (FRET) analysis. He has been engaged in full-time Radionics research since 
2010. Having studied with several practitioners in the States, he is also a Licentiate with 
The Radionics Association of the UK (http://www.radionic.co.uk/ ). 

 Daniel’s previous contributions for USPA may be found here: 

 “Subtle Anatomy in Radionics”   http://www.psychotronics.org/media/newsletter-
2016-04.pdf 

 “Esoteric Healing in Radionics”  http://www.psychotronics.org/media/newsletter-
2016-12.pdf 

 2016-2 DVD “The Physics of Radionics – USPA Luminaries Light the Way” 

 2017-17 DVD “History and Overview of Radionics” 

 2018 DVD “Accessing and Supplementing Morphogenetic Fields with Radionic 
Coding Via the 

Ether” 

 DVD Order Forms are available in the USPA Journal and Newsletters. 
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International Chinese Parapsychology Association Invites 

USPA Members and Colleagues to Attend Conference in 

Kunming, China, August 4-7, 2019 
 
 

Professor Yi-Fang Chang, Vice-Chairman of International Chinese 
Parapsychology Association, has extended a personal invitation to all 
USPA members and colleagues to attend the "Chinese Traditional 
Culture, Parapsychology and Its Function Exhibition" Conference in 
Kunming, China, on August 4-7, 2019. If you are interested in attending, 
please write Professor Chang at: yifangch@sina.com.  

 
 

Special Invitation from Professor Yi-Fang Chang 
 
Dear USPA: 
 

The year 2019 marks 40 years since the beginning of Somatic 
Science (Parapsychology) in China.  As of 2019, the 
Parapsychological Association in the United States has been an affiliated 
organization of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science (AAAS) for 50 years, which is an important symbol of the 
scientific mainstream of advanced countries formally accepting 
parapsychology. 

The two prior conferences on "Chinese Traditional Culture and 
Parapsychology" held in Kunming on October 23-24, 2011, and 
November 19-21, 2016, are important milestones in the research of 
Chinese parapsychology. The two published proceedings have caused 
great repercussions in China and abroad, and have been reported in 
international journals. 

In the face of the rapid development of science and technology, we 
are scheduled to hold the 2019 Conference on "Chinese Traditional 
Culture, Parapsychology and Its Function Exhibition" in Kunming, China 
on August 4-7, 2019. 

This will be the first international conference on parapsychology in 
mainland China. We sincerely invite all experts, scholars, researchers, 
and people with special talents, from China and the world, to attend, 
especially those who can show their research and abilities, including 
theoretical perspectives, medical treatment, Qigong, magic power, Yi, 
and related. We invite you to gather together in Kunming, the famous 
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Chinese tourist city with unique scenery, to display your research and 
talents, share friendship, exchange and discuss with each other, in order 
to promote the research of parapsychology in the world. Further, we will 
organize some special exhibitions for your function. 

 
We especially invite USPA members and colleagues to attend the 

conference, and your head as honorary chairman of this conference, 
whose date follows your USPA conference in July. We hope for your 
support for parapsychology in China. 

 
The conference coincides with the 80th birthday of Dr. Brian D. 

Josephson, who is the 1973 Nobel Prize winner in physics, a professor at 
Cambridge University, and a director of Mind-Matter Unification Project. 
We will celebrate his birthday, and have invited him to hold a special 
report by Skype for the conference. It will be the first in a series of 
celebrations on his 80th birthday. 

Because James Randy (91 years old) claims that no supernormal 
function has ever been found in the world, on February 18, 2019, we 
formally invited him and his Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI) 
colleagues to participate in this conference for the first time. We will 
have an open exchange and discussion with them at the conference. 

The conference will also set up an academic committee, an 
organizing committee and an expert committee. 

 
Organizer: International Chinese Parapsychology Association 
 
Planning and Coordinating Unit: International Chinese      

Parapsychology Association China, South Branch 
 

Presiding Chairman of Conference: 
Yi-Fang Chang, 
Professor, Department of Physics, Yunnan University, 
Vice-Chairman of International Chinese Parapsychology 

Association. 
Chairman of International Chinese Parapsychology Association 

China South Branch 
(E-mail: yifangch@sina.com) 
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DVD No. Name

2017-1
Jon Klimo, Ph.D / Scott 

Beutlich

2017-2 Nick Begich

2017-3 George Kuepper

2017-4 Lorna Reichel

2017-5 Don Paris

2017-6 Glen Rein

2017-7
Beverly Rubik and 

Harry Jabs

2017-8 Michael Leger

2017-9 Ed Kelly

2017-10 Jon Klimo, Ph.D.

2017-11 Judy Lynne Cole

2017-14 Linda Lancaster

2017-15 Ellen Kamhi

2017-16 Elizabeth Rauscher

2017-17 Dan Taylor

2017-18 Marty Lucus

2017-19 Rainer Fromknecht

2017-20 Craig Dongoski

2017-21 Scott Ertl

 US Psychotronics 2017 Conference DVD Order Sheet

Radionics & Biodynamics in the Garden: Tuning in to Nature

Unseen Worlds of Subtle Energy

Consciousness Interactive Technology in the 21st Century

Presentation Title

Mind Control: A Brave New World or Enhancing Human Performance

Welcome / USPA "Ted Talk"

Pineal Stimulation for Higher Health and Consciousness: Radionics - 

Dowsing - Botanicals

Radionics:  Easy as 1-2-3!

Nonlocality, Higher-dimensionality, and Radionics

Endocrine System and its Role in Radionics

Psychotronics, PSI and Consciousness: A New Revolution 

21st Century Radionics – Theory and Practice

The Memory of Water and Beyond

Request PayPal billing from your email account:

Exp. Date ___________    CVC Code_______________  Zip Code____________

The Holographic Nature of the Mind and its Role in Mediating Higher 

Order Healing Phenomena

K.I.S.S. “Hello” to the Next Collaborative Revolution in the Industries 

of Health, Art and Music

Number of DVDs  _____ x $12 __________      +  Shipping:  ______________________         

Credit Card Number_________________________________________________

Shipping:

First DVD $3.00

Plus $.50 for each 
additional DVD

Send money via PayPal to USPsychotronics@yahoo.com

Amount Paid

Mental Radio

Magnetism and Polarity

Body – Water as a Conducting System for Electromagnetic 

Information

Signature______________________________  Date_____________________   
Check or MO  Amount $_______________             Check or M/O # ________________ 

History and Overview of Radionics

Higher Octaves of Physical Frequencies

Fees in US dollars only, payable to: USPA 

USPA Office - 815-355-8030                                    Email: USPsychotronics@gmail.com

Mail to: 525 Juanita Vista Lane, Crystal Lake IL 60014

Email

Full Conference Set $195 with shipping  

$

Name

Street Address

Phone

City, State, Zip
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2016 US Psychotronics Post-Conference DVD Order Sheet 

MP4 
 
DVD 

 

ID 

 
Speaker and Lecture Title 

 
 

2016-1 Dr. Beverly Rubik & Harry Jabs- "Geometry Coupled with Intention: Effects of a Pyramidal 
Structure" 

  2016-2 Dan Taylor - "The Physics of Radionics – USPA Luminaries Light the Way" 

 
 

2016-3 Panel Discussion- "Subtle Energy w/ E. Kamhi, J. Klimo, G. Rein, E. Rowley, B. Rubik, W. Tiller, 
Dan Taylor 

  2016-4 Ed Kelly - "The History of Kelly Research Technologies" 

  2016-5 George Kuepper - "Practicing Radionics for Farming and Gardening: Past, Present and Future" 

  2016-6 Tim Lippert - "Elimination of Lyme Disease, Allergies, and the use of Radiation Hormesis" 

  2016-7 Dr. Don Paris - "The Latest Advances in Radionics" 

  2016-8 Lutie Larsen and Linda Lancaster - Radionics Cameras of the 1900s 

  2016-9 Marty Lucas - "Geometry and the Shape of Disease" 

 
 2016-10 Panel Discussion - "Radionics / G. Kuepper, E. Kelly, L. Larsen, L. Lancaster, T. Lippert and D. 

Paris" 

  2016-11 Dr. William Tiller - "The Power of Human Intention and its Many Applications" 

  2016-12 Gayle Mack - "Spiral Breath and the Glia Brain: Activate Higher Consciousness" 

  2016-13 Tom Masbaum - "Consciousness - Some Effects of Emotions and Memories on the Body" 

  2016-14 Judy Lynn Cole - "Phase Shifting" 

  2016-15 Dr. Glen Rein - "Subtle Light Energy and the Substratum: Bio-Physics and Mysticism" 

  2016-16 Dean Radin - "Skype: Mind-Matter Interactions at the Quantum Level" 

  2016-17 Geoffrey Miller - "Free Energy 30 Years Ago and Where We are NOW in 2016" 

  2016-18 Ellen Kamhi - "Herbs, Dowsing, and Radionics: Self-Care Techniques for the Coming Times" 

  2016-19 Dr. Karl Maret - "Exploring Subtle Energies in Energy Medicine" 

  2016-20 Dr. Jon Klimo - "Radionics: Working with the Post-Cartesian Unified Field" 

  2016-21 Kenneth Diehl - "Subtle Energy Relationships in Human Form and Function" 

 
 2016-22 Mary Hardy - "Balancing the Grid so the Schumann Resonance Does Not Affect Human 

Consciousness" 

  2016-23 Dr. John Reed - "Evidence Based Psychotronics" 

  Totals Prices:: 15.00 Each  - Plus Shipping  (see box below)   
 

Special! - Buy 4 get the 5th one FREE                    Full Conference Set $215   

Number of DVDs  _____ x $15 __________      +  Shipping:  ______________________         Due $_______________ 
MP4 Price - _______ x $15                                                                                                                    Due $_______________ 
Amount Paid Name 

$ Full address 

  Phone/email 

Fees in US dollars only, payable to: 
USPA  

    
Shipping: 

USPA Office - 815-355-8030                                    Email: USpsychotronics@gmail.com  

Mail to: 525 Juanita Vista Lane, Crystal Lake IL 60014   First DVD 
$3.00 Credit Card Number_________________________________________________ 

Exp. Date ___________    CVC Code_______________  Zip Code____________ Plus $.50 
for each 

additional 
DVD 

Signature______________________________  Date_____________________    

Check or MO  Amount $_______________             Check or M/O # ________________  
Send money via PayPal to USpsychotronics@yahoo.com     
Request PayPal billing from your email account __________________________________     
Note: If a recording is not available for whatever reason, you will be given a refunded or credit. 
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Short News, Notes, and Queries 

(If anyone would like to make a short news announcement, report something, make a 
request, has a question about anything related to psychotronics and related subjects, 
or has any information or comments about any of the following notes and queries, 
please write to the editor, John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com) 

1. Seeking Psychotronic and Radionics Device Instruction Manuals and Designs for
USPA Library
Recently, the USPA has had several requests for help to repair old models of radionics
machines, or to get them operating properly.  In addition, the USPA museum has
numerous radionics machines that we would like to eventually restore to running order.
Many of these devices have been acquired by gift or purchase and did not have
instruction manuals included.

Because of this, we have decided to seek and obtain instruction manuals and machine 
designs for all known psychotronics and radionics devices from the original Abrams 
devices of the 1920s to the present. If you happen to have any instruction manuals or 
blueprint designs for any radionics or psychotronics devices of any kind, whether old or 
recently produced, please contact the editor, John H. Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com , 
or call 443-858-0757.  

2. Energy Healing Practitioners in Canada Needed to Test New Device
A new energy healing device, based in part on Lakhovsky, Priore, and Rife
technologies, is being built in Canada to provide some degree of safety from certain
well known US government agencies. The developers of this device also plan to do
trials and testing in Canada, where the use of energy healing devices is completely
legal. They are seeking energy healing practitioners anywhere in Canada, but
preferably in Alberta or British Columbia, who would be willing to test this device. If you
are a  Canadian practitioner, or know someone who is, and who has experience using
energy healing devices to treat people or animals, please write to the editor, John H.
Reed, M.D., at: joreed43@gmail.com

3. Excellent Article on 5-G Negative Effects
The whole subject of 5-G wireless technology and its potentially negative effect on the
health of humans, animals, and plants is a subject of much debate. USPA Board
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member Daniel Taylor has found and sent to the editor an excellent article on this 
subject by Claire Edwards, a United 
Nations staff member who worked at the 
UN from 1999-2017.  Titled “5G Is War on 
Humanity” (available here), Edwards 
gives details on much research that has 
already been done that shows the potential 
deleterious effects of 5-G on many life 
forms, including humans. It is heavily 
reference, and links to many other sources 
of information are provided. This issue 
will be addresses at the 2019 USPA, 

where Dr. Beverly Rubik and Harry Jabs will make a presentation titled, “Wireless 
Radiation, 5G, and Our Health”. 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Seeking Help to Repair a Digitron D Spectrometer 
 
We recently received an email from USPA member Sharon Rowe, who has a Digitron D 
Spectrometer that is in need of repair. This device, a photo of which appears at left, was 
invented in the early 1980s by Bill Lawson, also known as “Willard Frank”, and is 
reported to be the forerunner of the SE-5.  Does anyone have a Digitron D 
Spectrometer, which they have used, and who could possibly help Sharon? If so, 
please write to her at:srowe@ruraltel.net  Sharon is also seeking to purchase a 
Mattioda frequency instrument, so if you have one that is in good running order, 
please let her know.   
 
 
 

5. Seeking Help on Operating the Gallimore RAU #2 Radionics Instrument 
USPA member, Paul Johnston from Australia needs help to get his Gallimore RAU #2 
radionics instrument working (pictured below). In a recent email to USPA, Paul wrote: 
“The equipment I have is Gallimore's RAU #2. I'm a bit confused by the dials. 
Most of the radionics gear I have looked at have up to eight dials which all start at 
zero and go up to 10. On the gear the first dial goes from zero to 100, so I'm not 
sure about how to set rates here. I have Gallimores "Volume 2 of Handbook of 
Unusual Energies", which lists the rates, but I'm not sure how to set them on this 
machine. The instructions that come with it claim that two rates can be used at 
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once with this gear. It has a top bank and a bottom bank of dials (16 in total) with 
a switch to flick from one to the other so I'm trying to work out how it all goes 
together. If any of your members can help with this it would be much 
appreciated.” If you can help Paul in any way, please contact him at: 
paulbjohnston61@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 

6. Seeking Information from Users of the IMRS 2000 PEMF System 
USPA member Robert Conway is seeking information from users of the IMRS 2000 
Pulsed Electromagnetic Field (PEMF) system. He is aware of the IMRS 2000 website, 
where the various IMRS devices and systems are described in great detail. However, 
Bob would like to hear from people who have actually used these devices, especially 
the IMRS 2000 Professional Set. If you have any experience with these devices, please 
write to Bob directly at: bob10841@gmail.com 
 

7. Italian Translator Needed for Book by Dotto Ring Inventor:  The Dotto Ring was a 
medical device invented by Dr. Gianni  Dotto in the 1970’s, and is said to have 
been used to successfully treat a number of diseases, including cancer.  The 
device was also said to have the ability to slow or reverse aging in mammals. At 
that time, Dr. Dotto, wrote a 37 page book in Italian, that described how the 
machine was built, operated, and was able to achieve these remarkable results. 
However, there are no known English translations of this extremely rare book, 
which a member of the USPA has a copy of. Is there anyone who speaks Italian 
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fluently who would be willing to translate this short book into English? If so, 
please contact, John H. Reed, M.D. at joreed43@gmail.com 
 

8. Trevor James Constable Book or Manuscript about Ruth Drown Wanted: Does 
anyone happen to know about, or possess, a book or manuscript about Ruth 
Drown that was written by Trevor James Constable? It is not certain if this book 
was ever published, so it may be only in manuscript form. It is well known that  
Constable wrote a chapter about Ruth Drown in his book, The Cosmic Pulse of 
Life. However, there is a report that he also wrote an entire book about Drown. If 
that book exists, it is not known to be  library in the United States, Canada, or 
Europe.  
 

9. Neurophone Devices Wanted:  Does anyone have any old neurophones that they 
would be willing to sell, rent, or lend for research and application purposes? The 
neurophone was originally invented by G. Patrick Flanagan in the 1950’s, and 
enabled people who were completely deaf to hear. This non-invasive device was 
somehow able to bypass the auditory nerve, and interact directly with the 
auditory region of the brain, allowing a deaf person to hear. This device is needed 
to treat a patient of a colleague of John H. Reed, M.D. Please write him at: 
joreed43@gmail.com if you have such a device or know someone who does.  
 
 

10. Seeking Radionics Practioner in Ohio: Rebecca Cotterman is looking for a radionics 
practitioner in Ohio. If you are a practitioner in Ohio, or know one in Ohio, please 
contact Rebecca at: cotterman@hotmail.com 
 

11. Does anyone know anything about a man named William Lehr (1933-1996), who 
lived in Scammon, Kansas, and who developed several energy and healing 
devices, and made a reproduction of the T. Henry Moray energy device? In 
addition, Lehr is said to have created a high-powered spark-gap device for healing 
purposes that cured a man who had been sent home to die, as well as, a huge 
bibliography of articles and books dealing with new energy sources and energy 
medicine and treatment.  
 

12. Does anyone know the whereabouts  and/or contact information of Dr. Robert N. 
Miller? At the 1978 USPA Conference, Dr. Miller gave a presentation with Pierre 
Paul Sauvin titled “ Methods of Detecting and Measuring Healing Energies.” That 
was the only time that Dr. Miller ever spoke at a USPA conference, and we would 
like to follow up with him on any research he has done since that time. 
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13. We have been recently informed that one of the radionics devices that Jerry 
Gallimore invented in the 1970’s or 1980’s used a GSR meter in place of a stick 
plate. Does anyone happen to have or know anything about this particular device? 
Such a device would be very significant, because if there is a such a radionics device 
that can be successfully used without  a stick plate, which depends on the sensitivities 
and subjectivity of the user, it would enable nearly anyone to use that radionics device. 
One of the problems that beginners in radionics often have is the detection of the 

“stick”, on the stick plate, and some people are never able to 
develop this ability.  

 
 
 

14. Do any of you know anyone who has ever owned, used, or did research on the 
Dotto Ring? This was an electrotherapy treatment device, pictured at left, developed 
by Dr. Gianni Dotto back in the 1970’s and is said to have been was used successfully 
to treat cancer and other diseases in humans and animals. In addition, the Dotto Ring 
was also said to be able to slow down the aging process and even rejuvenate 
individuals to some degree.  

 

15. Does anyone have video tapes of the presentations that Andrija Puharich made at 
the 1982 US Psychotronics Association Conference?  The title of Dr. Puharich’s 
first presentation was: “Chemical Compounds: Receptors of Artificial ELF”, and was 
sold for a period of time on the USPA website with this title and catalog number F6. 
The second presentation that Dr. Puharich made at the 1982 USPA Conference was the 
Keynote Address at the Awards banquet. The Title of this presentation was “Kindling + 1” and 
had catalog number F7. If anyone has either or both of these tapes, please contact the editor, 
John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com. 

Andrija Puharich, Chemical Compounds: Receptors of Artificial ELF (1982) F6 

Andrija Puharich, Keynote Speaker:, Kindling +1; Awards Banquet (1982) F7 
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Among the Missing, (and Updates):  A Column about Missing People, 
Organizations, Periodicals, Books, Artifacts, and Collections in the Psychotronics 
Field 
     
 by John H. Reed, M.D 
 
This is a new “column” or section of the USPA Newsletter, and will be an ongoing part 
of every issue, with the purpose of helping the USPA, as well as, our members and 
research associates locate people, organizations, periodicals, books, artifacts, devices, 
collections, and other items that have seemingly disappeared, or have been extremely 
difficult to find.  Updates will be added, and each missing item will be retained in 
future issues until it is found or otherwise resolved, since some readers may not 
have seen prior issues of the USPA Newsletter or the original notice of the 
missing item.  
 
In addition, this will also serve as a “People Locator Service” to help find authors 
and researchers on psychotronics, radionics, subtle energies, energy medicine, and 
related subjects, who have “disappeared” or have died long ago, and whose relatives 
you may be trying to find in order to preserve the research papers and collection of that 
person. 
 
In our research and reading, we all have encountered people, organizations, 
periodicals, books, articles, or other things that we have tried to find, and some people 
have searched for years to find something, but have not yet found it, despite the vast 
resources of the Internet. However, with our large USPA membership, we can all help 
one another find what we have been searching for. Some of you may have experience 
in genealogical research, or private investigation, law enforcement, or even intelligence 
work which you could utilize to help each other, or perhaps just make suggestions on 
how or where to search for something. 
 
So if there is anything you have been searching for and need help to find, please 
write to me, John H. Reed, M.D. at: joreed43@gmail.com, and I will include your 
search help request in the next and subsequent issues of the USPA Newsletter. And if 
you have any information about an item that is listed in “Among the Missing”, please 
write to the same email address and share what you know or your suggestions. If there 
is something that is confidential, your confidentiality request will be honored and 
protected. 

 
Where Are the Missing DeLaWarr Camera Plates? 

As is well known, George DeLaWarr, founder of the DeLaWarr Laboratories in Oxford, 
England, invented a type of radionic camera that could make diagnostic images of 
internal organs and other anatomical structures that were said to be as good, or better 
than x-rays.  
 
DeLaWarr patented this device (below) in the 1950s, and over the years until his death 
in 1969, produced thousands of images on plates of glass and other materials which 
would show the images. It has been claimed that as many as 12,000 image plates were 
produced by DeLaWarr and others.  
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However, these image plates have disappeared, 
and the whereabouts of even a single image plate 
is unknown.  After the DeLaWarr Laboratories 
closed in the 1980s, it is said that several thousand 
plates had been purchased by an American. But 
based on an investigation in 2017 in England  by 
Daniel Daylor and John H. Reed, it was determined 
that those plates were never picked up in England 
nor sent to the US. In addition, no image plates were 
found at the location where the DeLaWarr 
Laboratories once operated.  
If anyone has any information on where these 
DeLaWarr Camera image plates are or might be 
located, please write to the editor, John H. Reed, 
M.D. at: joreed43@gmail.com 
 
 

 
Missing Person: Willard Frank , also known as Bill Lawson 

We are trying to find any relatives or other 
people who personally knew Willard 
Frank, also known as Bill Lawson, who 
was the developer of the radionics device 
called the Digitron. This device, a photo of 
which appears at left, was invented by 
Willard Frank in the early 1980’s, and is 
reported to be the forerunner of the    SE-
5, which Don Paris has developed into one 
of the finest radionics devices in the world. 
 
Willard Frank is reported to have died 

in 2009, and there is some question as to whether his real name was Willard Frank or 
Bill Lawson. If any reader knew Willard Frank, or where he lived, or any of his relatives, 
please contact the editor, John Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com.  
 
The USPA would also like to obtain one of the Digitron devices for the USPA 
Museum. If anyone has a Digitron (or knows someone who does) and would like to 
donate it to the USPA or sell it for a reasonable price, please contact the editor. 
 
 
Missing Inventions: The Missing Invention of Arthur H. Matthews to 
Control Insect Pests, Microbes, and Diseases at a Distance 

 
Where are the patent and invention by Arthur H. Matthews, a Canadian, who in his 
own words stated “This refers to my invention of selective control – at a distance 
– with no physical contact – to control any form of germ – any sickness – all 
kinds of insect[s] which cause damage to forest, garden and human[s].” Those 
words appeared in Matthews’ own hand writing at the bottom of a reproduced letter on 
Appendix page A-10 of his book, The Wall of Light, which he published in 1971. But the 
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big mystery is that the Canadian Patent Office database of patents does not show this 
invention or any other invention by Arthur H. Matthews. 

Interestingly, correspondence of the Canadian Commissioner of Patents shows 
the title of the invention as “ Methods for the Control of Insect Pests” and the 
patent application number of: 510,626, but not the number of the patent, if it was 
ever granted. So the question arises: What happened to this wonderful invention 
by Mr. Matthews, and why does the Canadian Patent database have no record of 
this device  whatsoever in its database of patents? 

Further details on this mystery are available in an article titled,  “Among the 
Missing" Special: The Missing Invention of Arthur H. Matthews to Control Insect 
Pests, Microbes, and Diseases at a Distance” in the February, 2018, issue of the 
USPA Journal and Newsletter, pages 24-27, available here. 
If anyone has any information about this invention by Arthur H. Matthews, please 
write to the USPA editor, John H. Reed, M.D. at: joreed43@gmail.com. 

Missing Device: Marcel Vogel’s Omega- 1 Radionics Instrument 
In a 1987 meeting presentation,  YouTube Video, available here, beginning about 4:20, 
Marcel Vogel states that he had been trying to find a way by which he could measure 
the subtle energies and fields in the crystals he was working with, and that he prayed to 
God to give him an instrument to make such measurements. Marcel says that about two 
months later, a man named Daniel Perkins, apparently guided by higher forces to build 
such an instrument, came to Marcel’s door and said, “Here is your instrument, the 
Omega-1. You will know how to use it,” and walked away. But where is that particular 
Omega-1, and were any other Omega-1instruments built? It is known that other 
Omega models of radionics instruments were produced, especially Omega-5 
instruments, but it is not known if the company that built them still exists. In addition, 
does anyone know who Daniel Perkins is, and where he is located? Anyone who 
can shed light on this mystery, please write to the editor at: joreed43@gmail.com. 

Missing Psychotronics Device: 

The AGRAD Machine: In the 1970’s Mankind Research Unlimited, Inc.(MRU), headed 
by Dr. Carl Scleicher, was offering for sale a device called the AGRAD Machine. It was 
intended to be used in the electromagnetic treatment of crops and the control of insect 
populations, and sold for $390.00. MRU claimed that AGRAD machines had been used 
for several years by MRU researchers to conduct experimental applications of the type 
described in The Secret Life of Plants by Christopher Bird and Peter Tompkins, and 
Report on Radionics by Edward W. Russell. Theoretically, the AGRAD machine was 
intended to produce effects through electromagnetic wavefronts that would  interact with 
and control insects by disturbing the insect  sensor mechanisms. A photo of the device 
and additional information appeared in one of MRU’s publications which you can 
access here.  If you have any information about this device, please contact John H. 
Reed, at joreed43@gmail.com
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How to Perform the Biofield Sensing Experiment 

Bennett Z. Kobb, SMIEEE    P.O. Box 526, Arlington VA 22216 USA 
bkobb@ieee.org    www.kobb.bz

This experiment offers subjective, kinesthetic detection of the human aura or 

biofield, a hypothesized field surrounding an individual. It does not involve any 

attempt to "see" another person's biofield, does not need instruments, does not use 

the hands, and does not rely on belief, suggestion, hypnosis or misdirection. The 

experiment can be performed to good effect in as little as a minute or two. 

The experiment has two parts and involves at least two people. Person A is the 

experimenter, B is the subject. One or more observers are optional. An observer's 

role is primarily to observe subject B upon whom the imputed effect is imposed. 

Trials have demonstrated that A and B can experience noticeable effects within a 

few moments, but without physical contact. The effects may be the result of 

interactions between the participants' fields. 

Do not discuss these instructions with B or observers until after the experiment is 

over. B must keep eyes closed during the brief period of the experiment. Instead, B 

should be given a succinct verbal introduction. 

If B has been told in advance of the procedure, B could form preconceptions or 

fears or could oppose the effect by stiffening posture, attempting to remain fixed in 

position, or by ignoring or discounting his response to the phenomenon. 

If A is effective with the technique, A's proximity to B may spontaneously vary. 

Persons in A’s role have been observed to spontaneously sway slightly backwards 

and forwards during the procedure. If B observes A's movement during the 

experiment, B could be startled or distracted. So B must keep eyes closed. 

A should explain to B that the experiment is for the purpose of sensing the human 

aura or biofield, that the experiment has two brief parts, and involves no touching. 

Do not urge B to visualize anything or try to see the field. 

B is instead asked to maintain a comfortable, relaxed standing posture while facing 

A; to remain aware of B's own body position and to keep eyes closed for the 

duration of the experiment. 

Use neutral terms in instructing B and do not refer to "energy," "forces", "balance", 

"pushing," "pressing" or similar words that might precondition B. B is asked only 

to stand with eyes closed, facing A, and to be aware of B’s own body position. 
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Any observers should be separated from A and B by several meters in order to 

lessen any possible influence or interaction with the fields of A and B. Observers 

should not comment until after the experiment is over. 

Experiment: Part 1 

A and B stand facing each other, at a normal conversation distance. A proceeds 

only when B's eyes are closed. 

A announces: "Part 1 of experiment." A closes his eyes fully or partly as he 

performs an interior process. 

A does not imagine B, try to observe B or intend any effect on B. Instead, A makes 

a self-directed effort that is entirely within A's mind and mental screen. 

A imagines that he is looking down the top of his own spine. A imagines a sphere, 

bubble or cloud surrounding himself, with its center his own spine. The cloud 

should extend approximately one meter away from the spine in all directions. 

Next, A visualizes spinning his own cloud clockwise, as seen from above, while 

spiraling it into his spine: a wrapping up or swaddling, as if he is wrapping himself 

in the cloud. He continues until the cloud is close around the spine. 

A announces: "End of Part 1, start of Part 2." This remark enables B to distinguish 

the effects of the different parts. 

Experiment: Part 2 

Part 2 is the reverse of Part 1. A imagines expanding, and unwrapping the cloud 

counterclockwise from the center as viewed from above. He should imagine his 

cloud getting larger. The cloud expanded is the width of arms extended, as if one 

has grown a sphere from inside oneself. 

A announces, "End of experiment." B opens his eyes. 

Discussion: Part 1 

Ask what B experienced. In Part 1, B should have felt a 

pushing, repelling sensation, as if he is being separated away 

from A. The first illustration depicts the close-in extent of A's 

field and the direction of the perceived forces. 

Sometimes the push is felt to the upper body first. The push 

effect accompanies the withdrawal, not the expansion, of A's 

field. The separating movement may be visible to observers. 
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For A, withdrawal of the field seems to elicit a reduced awareness of the 

immediate environment, a lessened sociability, and a diminished feeling of 

connection in the interaction between A and B. 

Discussion: Part 2 

In Part 2, subjects in B's position feel they are being pulled 

towards A. This effect accompanies the expansion of A's field 

as in the second figure. 

In some trials, the person in B's position has had to adjust 

posture and physically resist the pulling and pushing forces in 

order to remain vertical. 

B's reaction may be to stiffen the legs, try to stay put, and 

falsely report that he did not experience anything. This is why observers can be 

helpful. After Part 2, they can report any observation of A and B but especially B. 

If the experiment does not work, try again, reversing the directions but keeping the 

order of (1) gather in; (2) expand out. Part 1 can spin in the field counterclockwise, 

separating A and B, and Part 2 expand it clockwise attracting them together. 

Sometimes spinning is enough to exert an apparent force on B, even before it is 

contracted or expanded. Try the experiment with different people, distances 

between the participants, times of the day and different conditions of health. 

The procedure can also be attempted discreetly with unaware persons. In that 

application the experimenter can observe his own reactions. 

Suggested reading 

Hansen, John & A. Lieberman, Joshua. (2013). Use of a torsion pendulum balance 

to detect and characterize what may be a human bioenergy field. Journal of 

Scientific Exploration. 2713. 205-225. 
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The History and Development of Radionics, Part 4 
By The Radionist 

 
This is the fourth of a nine part series of articles that gives an 
excellent  portrayal of the history and development of radionics from 
its inception with Dr. Albert Abrams in the early 1900s, up to the 
1960s, when the articles were published. It is uncertain who the 
author is, but he or she clearly has extensive knowledge of this 
subject. If anyone knows the identity of “The Radionist”, please write 
the editor  John H. Reed at: joreed43@gmail.com) 
 
This article was originally published in the Journal of Borderlands 
Research, vol. 25, no. 1 (Jan. - Feb., 1969). For copyright reasons, it 
cannot be republished directly in the USPA Journal  & Newsletter. 
However, it is freely available online at the following link, so just click 
on it and you can read the article in its entirety:  

https://borderlandsciences.org/journal/vol/25/n01/The_History_and_Development
_of_Radionics_IV.html 

If you are unable to access the article via the above link, please 
contact the  USPA Journal & Newsletter editor, John H. Reed at 
joreed43@gmail.com.  
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Crystals, Love and the Matrix of Consciousness - The Therapeutic 
Use of Quartz Crystals, Chapter 3:  

Practical Applications of Quartz Crystals, 1 
by Rumi Da 

Rumi Da is in the process of writing a very informative book tilted, Crystals, Love 
and the Matrix of Consciousness - The Therapeutic Use of Quartz Crystals. As he 
progresses, he is generously sharing the chapters of his book freely online. Rumi 
Da worked closely with Marcel Vogel, who was one of the most knowledgeable 
people in the world about the therapeutic use of crystals. You can reach Rumi 
Da’s website, Vogelcrystal.net, here. 

For copyright reasons, Chapter 3 of this book cannot be republished directly in 
the USPA Journal and Newsletter. However, it is freely available online at the 
following link, so just click on it and you can read the chapter in its entirety.  

https://www.vogelcrystals.net/practical_application_of_quartz-
crystals.htm#ENERGY_BALANCING0 

This chapter has several sections that are of great interest to those interested in 
crystal healing, energy healing in general, and Marcel Vogel’s research:  

SELECTING A CRYSTAL      

KINESIOLOGICAL TESTING      

NUMBER OF SIDES      

PRIME NUMBER CRYSTALS 

CLEARING, CHARGING, AND PROGRAMMING THE CRYSTAL     

DEVELOPING SKILLS FOR USING THE CRYSTAL  

USING THE VOGEL HEALING CRYSTAL     

THE CRYSTAL & BREATH     

EXERCISE      

RECORDS WRITTEN IN STONE 

ENERGY BALANCING     

CONTACTING THE INNER TEACHER       

ENTRAINMENT    

THE VOGEL CRYSTAL HEALING PROCESS     

LEARNING AND STUDYING WITH A CRYSTAL     

THE STAR OF DAVID MEDALLION       
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Quantum Hologram Technology: Mind 
Intent Devices: The Hieronymus 
Machine  

by James A. B. Mahaffey Jr. 

 
File Size: 13566 KB 
Print Length: 57 pages 
Publisher: Qi Press (August 21, 2017) 
Publication Date: August 21, 2017 
Sold by: Amazon Digital Services LLC 
Language: English 
ASIN: B07519ZY5X 
 
Available at Amazon.com, here 
 
 

 

This eBook is about Quantum Hologram Technology. Specifically, it is the first to explain 
how Mind Intent can be accomplished with the Hieronymus "Atomic Analyzer" or 
"Emanations Detector". What is "mind intent"? It is a desire, wish or plan formed in your 
Mind - something that you want or desire. If you have the Quantum Energy you can 
easily accomplish Mind Intent. If you do not have sufficient Quantum Energy (stored and 
generated) you have to keep your Mind focused on the task for longer periods of time 
and this is where the Hieronymus Machine can help you. 

Thomas Galen Hieronymus received the first and only US Patent for what was labeled a 
"Psychotronic" device. This eBook shall view the design patented by Dr. Hieronymus. It 
was discovered by John Campbell that the Hieronymus machine does not have to be 
plugged in or powered to work. He went further and drew the circuit diagram with 
conductive ink on paper and it worked also.  

With such a device you can remote view (RV) or more easily get what you want. If you 
use such a device in a Quantum Hologram Recharger (QHR) you can accomplish 
Supernatural tasks. 
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ARTS, SYMBOLS AND WORDS 
IN THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF 
THE RADIONIC NOETICA, AS 
THE FOUNDATION OF THE 
MAGIC 

by Massimo Colangelo 

File Size: 684 KB 
Print Length: 89 pages 
Publication Date: January 6, 2012 
Sold by: Amazon Digital Services 
LLC 
Language: English 
ASIN: B006UV7Q0U 
 
Available at Amazon.com, here 

 

Author Massimo Colangelo 
describes this book as follows: 

This short treatise represents a 
collection of articles written by me 
in the last years and which were the 
object of some lectures in different 

occasions. 
These writings have a common reference subject: the words or the symbolism, in the 
art, the aesthetics, the magic, namely, the way I have undertaken toward the 
development of the so-called theory “noetica radionica”. 

The “noetica radionica” is a term coined by me to indicate the study of the subtle energy 
relationships that exist between man and the environment, i.e. the method to identify the 
ideas hidden in the elements of the language and the images that are used in verbal 
and non-verbal communication. 

In simpler words, the “noetica radionica” is addressed to study how some elements of 
the magic do work, by proposing them in modern and scientific terms.  
In this book I'll try to explain, by means of the psychological criterion of the thought 
association and the use of the etymology, how to activate one's own perceptiveness in 
order to understand the deep roots of the words and, through such process, get the 
inspiration to realize new functions and inventions of things that already exist.  
This teaching therefore suggests to think over the words and the symbols, not just to 
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communicate, but as a possibility to activate the implicit energy and potentiality they 
conceal. 
I have realized in fact that these signs point out the function of the object itself, and so 
far there is nothing new, because such subjects were already analyzed by Platone, in 
“Cratilo”, and more recently by Mario Pincherle in the book : “Archetipi - Le chiavi 
dell'universo” (Macro edition); however what I have discovered is a true logic-intuitive 
system to get new ideas.  

By studying the mysteries the words conceal, I have verified that there are also some 
relationships between the shape of the language and the symbols and the “Radionica”, 
a subject that studies the waveforms in connection with the effects on the man and the 
environment . To get an idea of what is “Radionica”, I suggest to read “Introduzione alla 
Radionica” by Isabela Herranz - Hobby & published by Work Italiana , Pioltello, 1993). 
Some interesting considerations about the symbolism can also be found in the book 
:“Simboli”, (Edizioni Crisalide – Spigno Saturnia LT, 1994), which is an essay with the 
peculiarity to have been telepathically transmitted by the Maestro Hilarion through 
Maurice B. Cooke. 

I underline, starting from now, that even if the title of this book can be misleading, the 
aspect of the “radionica” , in this context, is not exhaustively dealt with, because my 
studies on this subject are still in an experimental phase. And up to now, the application 
I have suggested is referred more to the cromotherapy and the symbolism (preferably 
geometric and so more pertaining to the painting), than to the language or the 
metaphysics. However, I believe that an important development can arise from the 
comparison of rituals, talismans, and magic formulas, that are found in ancient magic 
books, and the study of the shapes of the individual letters of the alphabet. In this field, I 
have also noticed that the function of the sound of the language, resulting for instance 
from the reciting of prayers and magic formulas, has been neglected. 

 
These sounds (their meaning is both known or not) are particularly effective when 
pronounced looking toward east, in particular at dawn, when the sun rises. Statistically, I 
have noticed that, at least in our religious tradition, the Bible's psalms, are very effective 
in keeping away the negative influences, and among all of them, the psalm 90 which 
has a function of overall protection (but every psalm has an own specific function ). 
Besides, the same verses, when recited in ancient languages, Latin for example, are 
more useful because in such a language the formula has been repeated by millions of 
people during a long period of time. 
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USPA Generous Donor Recognition Page 

The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people 

making generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association. To 

do this, we are creating this special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” 

that will be carried in each issue of the USPA Journal & Newsletter, beginning with the 
December, 2016, issue and going forward. New names will be added as other generous 
donations are received.  

The USPA wishes to recognize the following individuals and extend our gratitude 

for their generosity:  (in alphabetical order): 

George B. Alder, II 

Scott Beutlich 

Mary Hardy (Temple of Sakkara) 
 
Ed Kelly (Kelly Research Technologies)  
 
Michael Leger ( Homeodynamics, LLC ) 
 
John H. Reed, M.D. 
 
William Reeves (Print & Web Design - breeves66@gmail.com) 
 
Arnold Reinhold 
 
Eric Rowley 
 
Daniel Taylor 

 

To make a tax deductibe donation to the United States Psychotronics Association 
(USPA) online, please go to the USPA donations page and scroll down to the 

orange “Donate” button, where you can make a donation using your credit, debit card, 
or PayPal. For those who wish to make a donation by check, please make your 
check payable to USPA and mail it to the USPA treasurer, Scott Beutlich, 525 

Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL  60014. 
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After 30 years, NEXUS is delivering more 
information than ever before!

• Print: available worldwide — in-depth articles with bonus free 
access to digital Nexus Magazine when subscribing via web at 
www.NexusMagazine.com (also printed in other languages)
• Digital: online option, text searchable and linked

Subscribe to print and digital at www.NexusMagazine.com
• Nexus Newsfeed: daily alternative news for app and PC/laptop

A FREE alternative news and information service, 
www.NexusNewsfeed.com is delivered digitally 24/7 

to your device or computer.
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USPA Psychotronics Periodicals Library 

 

In order to do good psychotronics research of any kind, whether it involves radionics, 
radiesthesia, psionic medicine, dowsing, subtle energies, biophotons, or any other 
subject covered by psychotronics, one needs access to as much of the periodical  
literature as possible on these subjects.  

To address this issue, the United States Psychotronics Association has resolved 
to identify, acquire, and digitize copies of every psychotronics related periodical 
that has ever been published anywhere in the world, and to retain copies in the 
USPA Library. 

As a first step, we have developed an online list of psychotronics related 
periodicals (click here) that focus on or frequently have articles on the 
psychotronics subjects noted above. This is a growing list, since we know there are 
probably other psychotronics periodicals that have been published, but that we do not 
yet know about. 
Please look over the online list and check your own personal physical libraries and your 
computer files, thumb discs, and other external hard drives to see if you have any 
issues of the periodicals on this list. Even if you just have one issue, please let us know, 
because that may be the one we need to complete all the issues of a particular 
periodical. Please write to me (John Reed) at:joreed43@gmail.com, since I am 
the USPA librarian and archivist coordinating this effort,and tell me what 
periodicals you have. 
As a whole, the members of USPA and other interested non-members, have a 
huge “library” of periodicals, but it just happens to be “distributed” among 
these people at this point in time. However, we can work together, and if you would 
be willing to loan, donate, xerox, or as a last resort, sell copies of your periodicals to 
the USPA Library, then we will be able to build a large centralized library of all 
psychotronics periodicals. And all USPA members will then be able to use these 
periodicals in their research or for their reading enjoyment. 
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USPA Local Groups and Affiliates Update 

As mentioned in the May, 2016, USPA Newsletter, one of our goals is to reactivate 
all of the former 24 USPA Chapters that once existed across the US and Mexico.  
In addition, we plan to establish new local groups of people interested 
psychotronics and related subjects in other major cities in the US and other 
countries as well. All such local groups and affiliates will be independent, but will 
work together with the USPA  in a mutually beneficial relationship to achieve our 
goals of advancing research and applications in psychotronics, radionics, subtle 
energy, and related fields. 

So I would like to invite all of former USPA Chapters leaders and members to 
contact me (John Reed) at:  joreed43@gmail.com and let me know if you would 
like to help reactivate your local chapter. In addition, if you are a leader or 
member of a psychotronics or related organization which was never a chapter of 
USPA, and we would welcome you as a USPA affiliated organization as well. 

We will be establishing a USPA affiliated groups as traditional organizations and 
also via the Meetup.com online group platform. This will enable current and 
former members to more easily have local get-togethers, meetings, and other 
activities, and those activities, times, and other details can be posted online. So 
please let me know if you would like to be the leader of a group in your area. 

If you do decide to use Meetup.com to establish your local group, you could do it 
quickly and easily by going to www.meetup.com , and clicking on the big red word 
“Start” in the upper left, and then just following the step-by-step procedures.  
You can give  your local group any name you want, but it should probably have 
a name that relates to psychotronics in some way. And if you need any help, 
please let me know, and I will help you in any way I can. Perhaps the most 
important thing is enthusiasm and determination, so write to me, even if you 
don’t know any other USPA members in your area, and I will help you set up a 
local group: joreed43@gmail.com 
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Exchange Corner and Advertisements 

The “Exchange Corner”, is a place where people can advertise to buy, exchange, 
or sell items of interest, or request information or other help in relation to 
something wanted. So if there is anything you want to buy, sell or trade that has 
to do with psychotronics, radionics, subtle energy, or related subjects, please 
contacted the Classified Ads manager at: joreed43@gmail.com.  Advertisements 
are free of charge to USPA member within certain limits, but non-members will 
be charged for any classified or display ads. So please send your ads and wanted 
requests to: joreed43@gmail.com.  
 
Wanted: Any articles, periodicals, books, devices, or other materials on 
psychotronic related subjects that you can donate or lend to the USPA for its 
library, archives, and museum. The USPA is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), tax exempt 
organization, and as such, you are able to make tax deductible donations to the 
USPA.  Please email the USPA at: joreed43@gmail.com to make shipping 
arrangements. Thank you for your generosity. 

****************************************************************** 
Kelly Personal Analyzer for Sale 
 
Mariette Picket has a friend that has a brand new unused Kelly Personal Analyzer  that 
she paid $2100 for, and is offering it for sale at only $1600.00   Anyone interested call 
Mariette at:  317-773-0061 
 
************************************************************************************* 
 
Bruce Copen MARS III for Sale 
 
I am a current USPA member and have a Bruce Copen MARS lll for sale. The system 
is about 7 or 8 years old and in original, excellent condition. Sale includes original 
SCOPE analysis, database and broadcast software, HP laptop, comprehensive training 
manual and program disc, interconnects and boxes. I have always run it on XP with no 
issues; everything original as supplied by Copen.  
All operations can be automated and multiple broadcasts can be run simutaneously, 
although Copen saw to develop this device so it could be used in many radionic styles 
and without computer control. The price is $8500 USD roughly half the original cost. I 
prefer to not ship to a destination outside the USA. A limited amount of training by me, 
as I understand it, is available to a confirmed purchaser, as time and distance 
reasonably permit. Please contact: Dr Robert Dixon, robertdixondc@gmail.com or 
call (304) 259-9439  Berkeley Springs, WV. 
 
************************************************************************************************* 
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KRT Experimental Agricultural Radionic Analyzer for Sale 
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United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) 
Officers and Board Members

Officers: 
President: Beverly Rubik, Ph.D.     email: brubik@earthlink.net 

Vice President: John Klimo, Ph.D.     email: JonKlimoidealism@gmail.com 

Vice President: Lutie Larsen     email: lutielarsen@mac.com 

Vice President: Linda Lancaster, N.D.     email: drlinda@lightharmonics.com 

Secretary / Treasurer: Scott Beutlich        email: contact@psychotronics.org 

Executive Secretary: Daniel Taylor email: dnltlr@hotmail.com 

Board Members: 

Chairman of the Board: Marty Lucas email: marty@everyadvantage.net 

Member: Beverly Rubik, Ph.D.        email: brubik@earthlink.net 

Member: Lutie Larsen  email: lutielarsen@mac.com 

Member: Linda Lancaster, N.D.      email: drlinda@lightharmonics.com 

Member: Ed Kelly   email: ed@kellyresearchtech.com 

Member: Glen Rein, Ph.D.       email: reinglen@gmail.com 

Member: Daniel Taylor      email: dnltlr@hotmail.com 

Member: George Kuepper      email: georgekuepper@yahoo.com 

Member: John Reed, M.D.      email: joreed43@gmail.com 
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What Research and Subjects Does Psychotronics Cover? 
 

The United States Psychotronics Association defines psychotronics as the science of 
mind-body-environment relationships, an interdisciplinary science concerned with the 
interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness. Psychotronics involves the study, 
research, and applications of the physics and technology of the mind, brain, spirit, 
consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term 
“psychotronics”.  

We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the 
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along 
with the professionals. We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical 
applications, rather than personal experience and unsupported hypotheses. 

Some Prominent People in the history of psychotronics research and application: Albert 
Abrams, Thomas Bearden,  Robert C. Beck, Robert O. Becker, Jacques Benveniste, David 
Bohm, Harold Saxon Burr, George W. Crile, Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus,  Vlail P. 
Kaznacheyev,  Georges Lakhovsky, Wilhelm Reich, Royal R. Rife, Rupert Sheldrake, Nikola 
Tesla, Marcel Vogel, and others.  

Some of the forces, fields, waves, and energies studied and researched in psychotronics 
include: bioelectromagnetism, biophotons, biopotentials, electromagnetic wave pollution and 
harmful effects; coherent emanations of DNA, emanations of matter, “free energy”,  
morphogenetic fields, non-hertzian waves, orgone energy, pyramid energy and power, qi (chi), 
quantum fields, scalar waves, subtle energies, ultra-weak radiation of living matter, zero-point 
energy, and others. 

Some of the phenomena believed to be produced or involved with the above fields and 
energies: action-at-a-distance, the aura of the body and other living things, bioinformation,  
bioluminescence, chakras, consciousness, distant intercellular interactions, meridians of the 
body, mind-body interactions, non-locality, the placebo effect, quantum consciousness, 
spontaneous remission of cancer and other diseases, water memory, water structure, and 
others. 

Related fields of study and research covering the above forces, energies, and 
phenomena of psychotronics: bioelectromagnetics, bioenergetics, biophotonics, biophysics, 
psionics, psychoenergetics, psychoneuroimmunology, quantum biology, radionics, scalar 
electromagnetics, and others. 

Some practices, techniques, and applications related to psychotronics include: 
acupuncture, biogeometry, brain entrainment, clairvoyance, dowsing, energy healing and 
medicine, extrasensory perception, feng shui, homeopathy, kirlian photography, magnetic 
therapy, pendulum use and methods, prayer effects, psionic medicine, psychic healing, 
psychometry, qigong, radiesthesia, radionics, remote viewing, shamanism, sound and sonic 
healing, telekinesis, telepathy, and others. 
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Membership Benefits 

So if you are interested in any of the above subjects, then the USPA is the place 
for you, where you can interact with, exchange ideas, and collaborate with other 
people who are interested in the same subjects. So sign up now for membership 
in the  USPA using the form on the following page and start enjoying all of your 
membership benefits. These benefits include, but are not limited to: 

1. USPA Psychotronics Library: Free access to copies of certain articles, periodicals, 
books, audio tapes, videos, and other materials in USPA Psychotronics Library. 
Please write to joreed43@gmail.com for whatever item(s) you are seeking; 

2. Your free subscription to the USPA Journal & Newsletter;  
3. Your right to freely publish articles in the WISE Journal - The Journal of the World 

Institute for Scientific Exploration (ISSN 2381-1536), enabling the world to see your 
ideas or research, and thereby enhance your resume and credentials; 

4. Your right to use the USPA Literature Research Service, whereby we will find any 
article, book, or other item you are seeking on the above subjects, and provide it to you; 

5. Your right to participate in the USPA “Research Assistance Program”, especially 
useful to professors, authors, and other researchers, who need extra help on their 
projects.  USPA will help find volunteers to help you with your research project(s). 

6. Your right to be part of the USPA Project Participation Program, whereby you can 
volunteer to help on numerous available USPA projects, or help researchers who are 
conducting research on psychotronics and related subjects.  

7. Your right to make oral or poster presentations at the annual USPA meeting, with 
the approval of the Annual USPA Meeting Planning Committee.  

8. Your right to discounts on the purchase of certain items and services made available 
for sale or provided by the USPA and its members. 

9. Your right to freely advertise in the WISE Journal, which goes out to thousands of 
people. 

10. Your right to participate in the USPA Psychotronic Literature Preservation 
Program (UPLPP). The USPA, via its Library and Archives, has established a 
“Literature Preservation Program” to preserve your personal papers, files, records, and 
collection of articles, periodicals, books, and devices on psychotronics and related 
subjects, noted above.  You may no longer need or use some of these items that you 
have, and you can send them to the USPA, and we will preserve them in our library and 
archives, so that they can be of use to other researchers.  
 

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION 
The U.S. Psychotronics Association (USPA), was incorporated in the District of Columbia 
in August, 1977, and is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3), tax exempt organization, and as such, you 
are able to make tax deductible donations to the USPA. It is empowered to enroll members 
in the parent organization throughout the United States, Canada, and other foreign countries. 
Membership is open to all people who wish to join with the USPA on the new frontiers of 
science in working constructively for the qualitative improvement of man and his environment. 
Please remember the USPA in your annual charitable giving, especially if you want to 
advance research in the above subject areas, which can greatly benefit humans, animals, 
plants, and the environment.  
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Please print the page, and complete the following information:   Date_________________ 

Name__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Mailing Address:________________________________________________________________________ 

City______________________________________ St_________ Zip Code___________________________ 

County______________________________________ Country__________________________________ 

Phone______________________________________ Cell Phone________________________________ 

I am interested in the following Fields: 

____General ____Healing ____New Age Physics  ____Radionics 

____Dowsing ____Subtle Energy Research Other Interests (Please specify)_________________ 

Do you want to be listed in the USPA Membership Directory? ____Yes ____No 

Type of Membership desired: 

___ One Year @ $35 ____ 2 Years @ $60 ____3Years @ $85 

___Full Time Student @$20 

___Member of the Military @$20 

___Family Member Membership @$30 per Person 

2nd Family Member_____________________________ Email_____________________________ 

3rd Family Member_____________________________ Email_____________________________ 

4th Family Member_____________________________ Email_____________________________ 

Fees Payable to USPA in U.S. Dollars only: 

Amount Enclosed: $______________ Check or Money Order Number______________ 

____Send via PayPal to uspsychotronics@yahoo.com 

____Receive a PayPal Bill (Your PayPal email)_________________________________________ 

Visa or Master Card # _______--________--________--________ Exp. Date_________ CVC Code_____ 

Name on Card_________________________________________ Signature_________________________ 

Billing Address_________________________________________ 

If you wish to register online, you may go to  http://psychotronics.org/join.html

Please complete, scan and email document to uspsychotronics@yahoo.com                                     
Or Mail to USPA c/o Scott Beutlich, 525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL  60014

Thank You! Rev Apr 2017 

United States Psychotronics Association 
Membership Application 
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USPA Catalog of Conference Lectures, 1978-1994 
Now Available 

A compilation of nearly 300 lectures given at the first 17 years of the United States 
Psychotronics Association (USPA) conferences, from 1978 through 1994 is now available 
in a 30 page catalog (click here). 

There are talks by some of the most well known scientists of our age, including  
Andrija Puharich, Thomas Bearden, Marcel Vogel, Lynn Surgalla, Robert Beck, T. Galen 
Hieronymus, J.G. Gallimore, Elizabeth Rauscher, Christopher Bird, and many, many 
more. 

There are also lectures specifically about radionics from some of the top practitioners: 
Robert Beutlich, Lutie Larsen, Jerry Fridenstine, Frances Farrelly, and others. 

If you have an interest in the paranormal, the life of plants or zero-point energy, there are 
speakers here who are experts in the fields. How about dark-field microscopy, scalars, 
magnetic fields, or the Philadelphia Experiment? Yes, they are in here in this catalog too. 
Homeopathy, color-healing, use of crystals, structuring water, water memory, and Tesla's 
work are some of the other topics covered in this catalog. 

As of this date, (April 15, 2017) they are available only by direct contact with USPA, but soon, 
they will be available online. The USPA home page is at http://www.psychotronics.org  and 
we will have a linked site where purchase will lead to immediate download of the MP3, and 
payment can be made through Pay Pal.  

Please note that in the Catalog (click here), most of the lectures are standard MP3s, are 
30-45 minutes long, and priced at a very reasonable $5.00 each. These have no marking 
in the right-hand column of the catalog listing. Other MP3s are one hour or slightly 
longer, and are marked “Prime” in the right-hand column, with a price of $8.00 each. And 
a few of the MP3s are 90 minutes or longer, and are marked “Double”, with a price of 
$10.00 each.  USPA members get 40% off.  

However, if you just "can't wait," for the online order website, email us at 
uspsychotronics@gmail.com or contact our USPA Treasurer by snail mail at: 

Scott Beutlich 
USPA, 
525 Juanita Vista 
Crystal Lake, IL 60014 
Email: uspsychotronics@yahoo.com 

Until the online order site is ready, you can print out the last page of this PDF and fill it 
in. You can scan it and email it to us, or send it via snail mail. For now, 
payment is by Check, Money order, or Pay Pal. 

Thanks for your interest, and good luck with your research. 

The Board and Officers of USPA 
USPA is a fully registered, 501 C(3) Non-Profit Organization 
Donations are Gratefully Accepted, and are fully tax deductible 
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J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Now 
Available for Sale 

All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual 
energies have been reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association 
(USPA) and are being made available at a fraction of the cost that used copies 
were being sold at online. So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries 
in the entire world had them in their collections, and some of Gallimore’s books 
were being sold for several hundred dollars each online. However, with these 
newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00.  Each of 
Gallimore’s books is described below with links to Amazon.com.  

Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a 
leading researcher in psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely 
death in 1989.  

The Handbook of Unusual 
Energies: Volume 1 

by J. G. Gallimore 

Paperback: 484 pages 
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (March 22, 2017) 
Language: English 
ISBN-10: 1543024998 
ISBN-13: 978-1543024999 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.1 x 11 
inches 

Available at Amazon.com 

This is J.G. Gallimore's first book of 
three volumes on unusual energies, and 
at 468 pages, it is a magnificent work. In 
this book, Gallimore discusses in depth 
the research, discoveries, and 

inventions of all the major researchers in subtle energies, the aether, biological 
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fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal transduction, and related 
subjects. These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic 
energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, 
Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's transmission of energy, and related 
research done by many others. Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page 
chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses in depth the research an 
devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte and 
other prominent people in the radionics field. But in addition, Gallimore provided 
diagrams showing how such devices are made and how they actually work. 

Collected Properties & 
Writings of J. G. 
Gallimore: Volume 2 of 
Handbook of Unusual 
Energies 

by J. G. Gallimore 

Paperback: 258 pages 
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (March 22, 2017) 
Language: English 
ISBN-10: 1543025048 
ISBN-13: 978-1543025040 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.6 x 11 
inches 

Available at Amazon.com 

This is the second book in the 
“Unusual Energies” series that J.G 

Callimore published. It covers Gallimores research on Albert Abrams, the founder 
of modern radionics, psychological physics, psychic energy, thought resonance, 
subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects. In addition, a number of radionics 
devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic Instrument. And very 
helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical 
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Chritopher Bird, conducted 
by J.G. Gallimore is provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his 
research. 
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Relationship Between 
Parapsychology and 
Gravity: Volume 3 of 
Handbook of Unusual 
Energies 

by J. G. Gallimore 

Paperback: 228 pages 
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (March 22, 2017) 
Language: English 
ISBN-10: 1543024947 
ISBN-13: 978-1543024944 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.5 x 11 
inches. 

Available at Amazon.com 

The Relationship Between Parapsychology and Gravity is Volume 3 of J.G. 
Galimore's series of three handbooks of unusual energies. This book describes in 
depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of 
"parapsychology transmission" --the question of how such things as telepathy, 
remote viewing, ESP, and similar phenomena can physically occur. Gallimore 
discusses various explanation on how they occur, including the possibility that 
gravity waves may play a role. He also discusses the various emanations, 
radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life. This includes the ancient 
Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's 
"odic force", Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation", Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, 
and other subtle energies of life and matter. Gallimore shows how all of these 
energies are the same or similar, how they interact, and how they are related to 
gravity. He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and 
provides diagrams of devices that could potentially be used to harness or control 
these energies. 
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Transverse Paraphysics: 
The New Science of 
Space, Time, and 
Gravity Control 

by J.G. Gallimore 
Paperback: 374 pages 
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (March 21, 2017) 
Language: English 
ISBN-10: 1543024920 
ISBN-13: 978-1543024920 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.8 x 11 
inches 

Available at Amazon.com 

This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. 
Gallimore about anti-gravity, space, time, and biophysics. He discusses in depth 
the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, and new discoveries in each of these 
areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity and then 
discusses anti-gravity patents that have been obtained. He also discusses the 
intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living 
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through 
biophysical principles. 
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Unified Field Theory 
Research Book: Using 
Subjective Response to 
Psi-Plasma for Analysis 
of Properties Neutral 
Charge Plasma Fields 

by J.G. Gallimore 

Paperback: 134 pages 
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent 
Publishing Platform (March 21, 2017) 
Language: English 
ISBN-10: 1543024831 
ISBN-13: 978-1543024838 
Product Dimensions: 8.5 x 0.3 x 11 
inches 
Available from Amazon.com 

This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, 
psi-plasma, plasma fields, subtle energies, bioelectromagnetic energy, and other 
unusual energies emitted by living and non-living things. It also is about how 
living things interact with and are affected by these energies, which may enhance 
health or harm health. The book covers the research of Wilhem Reich on orgone 
energy, of Baron Reichenback on the odic forces, as well as research done by 
Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high frequency radiations 
to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar 
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, 
forces, and fields are all inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their 
possible unification. 
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